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Abstract 

Appllcstlon ol carl~er methods of analysis of  pho toc i s r t i~  infoinration in a slnglc cdpe notch spccimcn subjcctto 
!eni~le!oading to lietermme Mode I strcss intchsity factor brought into i x u s  the constraints and the limitstions of  
the earlier methods. In this investigation. a new approach called the constant B method has been put forth The 
rcmltr obtained by this method are compared along with the values dcterminrd by using the earlier approaches 
against the theoretical values ofthe boundary collocation method. The method is quiterel~ahleand theresults are in 
fair agreement with the houndary collocation results. 
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Among the experimental techniques to  determine the stress intensity factor the well-known 
are the method of caustics due to  Theocaris' and the photoelastic method. The photoelastic 
method has been very widely used starting from Irwin3 who used the fringes obtained by 
Wella and post '. The information gathered from the photoelastic fringes has been analysed 
by Irwin', Schroedl and Smith4, Bradley and ~obayashi ' ,  Prabhu" and Rakesh7 for the 
determination of the Mode I stress intensity factor. Irwin and ~ a k e s h ' , ~  used a single fringe 
loop. Schroedl and Smith, Bradley and Kobayashi and Prabhu4-' used two loops. Irwin3 
used the coordinates r,. 0, corresponding to  the apogee point of any loop (fig. I), whereas 
Rakesh7 used the coordinates ( r .  8 , )  and ( r ,&)  for any Ioop (fig. 2). Thus 1rwin's3 method 
becomes a special case of Rakesh7. In like manner, Bradley and ~ o b a ~ a s h i ~ a p p l i e d  1rwin's3 
method to two loops. Schroedl and Sm:thl considered the intersections of a line at right 
angles to the crack axis with two loops,and used the photoelastic information using a 
differencing technique. In all theabove methods, measnrementsaremadenot at  thecrack tip 
hut In the vicinity of the crack tip. Again the expression used f ~ r  the state of stress at any 
point (r.8) are the Irwin's modified Westergaard's equations to take into account the far-field 
Stress no, which is used to account for the tilt in the fringe loop. Irwin's method is said to be 
valid in a region very close to the crack tip. prabhu6 redefined the state of stress ahead ofthe 
crack tip so as to utilise the photoelastic data obtained from a region 'not too near the crack 
tip'. The formulation was such that the stress distribution is one as defined by stress 
singularity equations and when one goes far away from the clack tip the stress distribu- 
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N O T E : -  Mean lmes of tho fr inges  orodrawn. 

FIG. I .  IrwinZ method FIG. 2. Rakesh method FIG. 3. Constant 0 method 
0=90°, Schroedl-Smith method 

tion corresponds to the far-field stress distribution. Hence, there exists a region (in between 
the crack tip and the far-field) in which both the crack singularity effect and thefar-field 
stress effect act simultaneously. Thus the difference in the principal stresses was writtenas 

K 
0 1 - 8 2  = - -I- Z Bm(r/afm 

(r/a)lI2 m=,  
(1) 

where 

K = K ,  S i n 0 / ( 2 m a ) ~ ' ~ a n d  m = l ,2,3 ... M 

a = crack length 
Kt = stress intensity factor 
r = distance from crack tip. 

Along any fixed 8, data at ( M f  I) points is used to form (M+ 1) linear simultaneous 
algebraic equations in K, Bi, B2, etc. The solution of these eauations give the information 
regarding K and Ems, from which K I ,  the SIF, is calculated. 

Prabhu et a16 claim the validity of their method up to a value of r / a 5 1. 

Irwin's method 

Irwin3 modified Westergaard's equation by introducing a second parameter - om to the 
rectangular stress ,a, as, 

KI 8 e . 30 
OX = Cos - (l-Sin - Sm - )-a, 

2nr 2 2 2 

e 38 , = COS ( I  + Sin ? Sin - ) 
2 2 

KI e e 
T3. = -&- cos - Sin - cos 38 

2 2 2 
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rhe shear stress is expressed as 

Irwin noted from the fringe loops that 

a 7 ,  - =  
as 0 

at the extreme position on the I'rmge loop where r = r ,  and 0=0,,, 

Differentiating eqn. ( 4 )  with respect t o  0 and using eqn. (5) gives 

KI Sin 0, Cos 8 ,  =- - ------- 
3 38 - 

(COS e-.Sin 3 + i s inomCos  - 
2 - 2 

The two parameters KI and a,,, are determined as 

When eqn. ( 4 )  is evaluated along a line perpendicular to  the crack axis, it reduces to 

K :  + K,U,>, 
( 2 r n , ) =  = - 

2 r r  4% ' (9) 

Solving eqn. (9) for  K I  and retaining only the positive root, the quadratic formula gives 
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Neglecting a:, compared to R rk. 

By adopting ;differencing technique using two loops, 

The values of K, are obtained from different combinations of loops and are statistically 
conditioned. 

ConclusionsJrom previous work 

All the earlier mentioned investigators except Prabhu6 have used the Irwin's two parameter 
equation (eqn. 2). However the methods of analysis have been different. Each method 
appears to be having a constraint in its application and hence could lead to errors in the 
evaluation of Mode I SIF. Etheridge and Dally have made a critical review of themethods 
for determining SIFs from isochromatic fringes. The following are the salient features ofthe 
critical reviews 

"The two parameter methods are all applicable for determining K in the range 
73<8,< 139' provided r , ;  a<0.03. If no measurement errors aremadeinr, or8,thetwo 
parameter methods will predict Kwith an accuracy of i 5 percent. With the Schroedl-Smith 
method prediction of K to * 5 per cent is anticipated if the fringe loop radii ri and r, an 
measured without error". 

Thus the stipulation of r / a  < 0.03 of the Irwin's method becomes a severe constraint as the 
fringes crowd at  the crack rip and become indistinguishable. However, this restrictioninthe 
value of r i a  < 0.03 remains an open question. 

In regard to the Schroedl-Smith method of making measurements along a 90° line, the 
fringes in an SEN specimen subjected to pure tensile load show a tilt and hence the Stress 
gradient increases along a 90° line. Even in this case inaccurate measurement of r ,  and 1, 

(values of r on two fringes) might result in erroneous value for the SIF. 

In the present investigation, the series method of ~ r a b h u % l s o  resulted in theoverestima- 
tion of the SIF and was dependent on the direction along which the expressions Were 
applied. 

Motivation for the present work 

It was realised that there was a need for a method of analysis specially applicable to 
' determine Mode 1 SIF 

a) which uses photoelastic information in aregion not too near the crack tip (where boththe 
singular and far-field are effective, that is r / a <  1) 
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b) which does not ilYIp0se to0 much of a constraint on the angle 0 
,) for which ( r . 8 )  values can be determined accurately 

d) which gives the SIF values in fair agreement with the boundary collocation results. 

The above features were to a large extent satisfied by the proposed new methodcalled the 
constant % method. 

The Schroedl-Smith method is a special case of this method in which 8=90°. 

3. The proposed new method (Constant 8  method) 

Rearrangement of eqn. (4) gives 

+ 2K1 a,, Sin 3012 I (*)> fir sin + - s i n 2 8  ( u i r 4  = 0 

38 
Solving the quadratic and neglecting a;,(~in' - - 1 )  as small compared to 4rk 

2 

Applying the above equation to two loops and getting the intersection on a single radiating 
line at % at rl and r2 and using the differencing technique, one gets 

N F .  
usingthestressoptic law, a -02 =2ro ,  = -- 

and applying it to two loops where NI and N2 are the fringe orders, F ~ m a t e r i a l  fringe 
value, r ,  and r 2  radial distances of the fringes from the crack tip, 0 angle made by the radius 
with the crack axis, r thickness of specimen (fig. 3).  

3. Experimental procedure and analysis 

Single edge notch specimens of 50mm width (fig. 4) were made from Araldite sheets o f6  mrn 
thickness obtained from cold casting in the proportion 100: 9 hy weight of CY 230 resin and 
HY951 hardener supplied by Hindustan Ciba-Geigy. The crack had a width and length of 
0.2 and 7.5 mm respectively. 
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0.1 mrn root radlus L p i f d t h  

Frc 4. Details oC the specimen. 

Thus the a / w ratio for the specimens was 0.15. They were subjected to  anannealingcycleto 
relieve them of any possible residual stresses induced during the makingof the specimens. A 
Carl Zeiss diffusion polariscope using sodium vapour lamp for the monochromatic light 
source was used. With a loading fixture the specimens were loaded in uniaxial tension by 
using loading pins. Thus an opening mode or Mode I deformation at the crack tip was 
realised. The loading was of such a magnitude so as to  get at least three well-defined fringesin 
the neighbourhood of the crack tip so that measurements of distances from the crack tip to 
the fringe contour could be madeaccurately. This also resulted in  an r / u  ratio less than unity 
where r is the distance of any point on the fringe from the crack tip and a is thecracklength. 
Fringe photographs were taken both in the bright and dark fields to facilitatemeasurements 
on half and integral order fringes. 

Analysis 

The fringe photographs were projected with a magnification of ten on a screen. The 
boundaries of each of the fringes were traced and a meanline for each fringe was drawn 
From the crack tip, radial lines were drawn oriented at different inclinations 0 1  . o ? .  etc.-to 
the crack axis in increments of lo0 commencing from 40° as in fig. 3. For each of thevaluesofB 
the distances of the points of intersection ofthe radial lines with the mean fringe line fromthe 

' crack tip were determined. 

In addition to the above measurements, the values of r ,  and em, the polar coordinatesof 
the apogee point (fig. I) were also determined. With the above readings it was possible to 
determine the stress intensity factor by the earlier m e t h ~ d ~ ' . ~ . ~  and also by the proposed new 
method called the constant 9 method. Wherever the method required information fr0mtWo 
fringes as in the methods of Prabhu, Schroedl & Smith and constant 0 method different 
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,omblnations of the distances, r ,  two at  a time were used to determine the S I F  and the results 
were statistically conditioned. The experimentally obtained values are  compared with the 
&oretiral values obtained by the boundary collocation method of Gross er a /9  (Table I). 

4. Results and conclusions 
I,  ~h~ results obtained by Irwin's methodare at  considerahlevarlance with the boundary 

collocation vdue.  

2. prabhu7s mctbod applied to three loops improves the values and brings about a hetter 
convergence than the values obtained using two loops. However, even here the results 
are at considerable variance with the boundary collocation value. 

3. The method of Schroedl and Smithgives asinglevalue and that is along a 90U line. The 
value so obtained is found t o  be reasonably close t o  the boundary collocation value. 

4. (a) The constant 8 method appears t o  be very promising in that the statistically 
conditioned values evaluated along any value of 8 greater than 40" give a K, value in 
fair agreement with the boundary collocation value. 

(b) The flexibility In the choice of 8 makes the constant 8 method quite attractive. 

(c) Any value of 6 greater than 40' should be all r~gh t .  However, a line intersecting a 
fringe squarely appears t o  be a proper choice for 0. 

(d) For values of 8 less than 40' the value for K ,  would be large and erroneousas the 
line would be more or less tangential t o  the loops arid hence would lead to erroneous 
values for r. 

Table I 
SIF in SEN specimens: Statistierlly conditioned values 

0 PrabhuS Prabhub Schroedl- Irwin's Conitant 8 Boundary 
Deg method method Smith method*' method collocatmn 

2-loops 3-loops method* value 

kgf crn-"? kgf CK"? kgicm"" kgf c ~ - ' ' !  kgi  cm-"' kgf cm-"' 

99 56.54 55.38 50.85 50.85 48.3 
80 58.45 58.29 h' = 4 49.22 

K I = 48.67 
70 59.61 58.23 N = 3.5 47.79 

K ,  = 36.060 
6o 61 66 57.72 Av=42.365 45.86 
50 63.27 60.03 47.9 

65 76 57.34 47.59 
40 6488 62.56 52.71 

' Evaluated along B = 90° onlv as required hy the method. 
" Evaluated only at the apogee potnt as required by the method. 
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(e) Schroedl & Smith method is a special case of constant 0 method whereine=9p 

5 .  Irwin's method gives a value in fair agreement with the boundary collocation method 
provided great care is exercised in the measurements of r ,  and 0, onfringesverycloseto 
the crack tip which is rather difficult. In the present investigation measurements ona  
fourth order fringe loop gave K I  = 48.67 kgf cm-'I2 whereas measurements on a 3% 
order loop gave a KI value of 36.06 kgf ~ m - ~ " .  
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